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The World Health Organization’s End TB Strategy prioritizes universal access to an
early diagnosis and comprehensive drug susceptibility testing (DST) for all individuals
with tuberculosis (TB) as a key component of integrated, patient-centered TB care.
Next generation whole genome sequencing (WGS) and its associated technology has
demonstrated exceptional potential for reliable and comprehensive resistance prediction
for Mycobacterium tuberculosis isolates, allowing for accurate clinical decisions. This
review presents a descriptive analysis of research describing the potential of WGS
to accelerate delivery of individualized care, recent advances in sputum-based WGS
technology and the role of targeted sequencing for resistance detection. We provide
an update on recent research describing the mechanisms of resistance to new and
repurposed drugs and the dynamics of mixed infections and its potential implication on
TB diagnosis and treatment. Whilst the studies reviewed here have greatly improved our
understanding of recent advances in this arena, it highlights significant challenges that
remain. The wide-spread introduction of new drugs in the absence of standardized DST
has led to rapid emergence of drug resistance. This review highlights apparent gaps in
our knowledge of the mechanisms contributing to resistance for these new drugs and
challenges that limit the clinical utility of next generation sequencing techniques. It is
recommended that a combination of genotypic and phenotypic techniques is warranted
to monitor treatment response, curb emerging resistance and further dissemination of
drug resistance.

Keywords: tuberculosis, drug-resistance, next-generation sequencing, whole genome sequencing, targeted
sequencing, resistance mechanisms, mixed infection
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INTRODUCTION

Globally, tuberculosis (TB) remains a leading cause of mortality
from a single infectious agent (WHO, 2020a). The emergence
of antimicrobial drug-resistance against Mycobacterium
tuberculosis (Mtb), the causative agent of TB, has exacerbated
TB morbidity and mortality worldwide. According to the World
Health Organization (WHO) there were 465 000 incident cases
of rifampicin resistant-TB (RR-TB) in 2019 (WHO, 2020a). Of
these, 78% were multidrug resistant [MDR- defined as resistance
to rifampicin (RIF) and isoniazid (INH)] and approximately
2.6% were extensively drug resistant (DR) TB (XDR; defined as
MDR-TB isolates with additional resistance to aminoglycosides
and fluoroquinolones) (WHO, 2020a). Additionally, one
million cases of INH mono-resistant TB were reported for the
same period. Despite large-scale global investments for the
improvement of laboratory capacity, significant gaps in the
detection of resistance were reported in 2019. Only 61% of
bacteriologically confirmed TB cases were tested for RR-TB, with
only 71% of the notified MDR/RR-TB patients being tested for
second-line drug resistance (WHO, 2020a). Without substantial
efforts aimed at addressing these diagnostic gaps, global progress
toward the End TB strategy goals of an 80% reduction in TB
incidence and 90% reduction in global TB deaths by 2030 will
not be achieved (WHO, 2020a).

The recommended programmatic treatment for DR-TB is
delivered through standardized treatment regimens, contributing
to amplification of drug-resistance (WHO, 2019b). The ongoing
use of standardized regimens is driven by the need to eliminate
drug-susceptibility testing (DST) from public health programs
(Cox et al., 2018). Limitations to standard culture-based DST
include access to and availability of specialized infrastructure,
associated high laboratory costs and delays in timely delivery of
results (Doughty et al., 2014). The introduction of molecular-
based DST for TB has revolutionized TB diagnostics, evidenced
by the substantial improvement in the detection of RIF resistance
from 7% in 2012 to 61% in 2019 (WHO, 2021a). The most
substantial gain emanating from molecular-based technology is
the GeneXpert MTB/RIF and GeneXpert Ultra assays (Xpert;
Cepheid, Sunnyvale, CA, United States) that detect Mtb infection
and resistance to RIF within 1–2 h, identifying patients with
presumptive MDR-TB (WHO, 2013). The implementation of
these platforms has demonstrated significant improvement to
intermediate outcomes relating to quality of care such as time
to diagnosis and effective therapy (Schumacher et al., 2016).
Line probe assays (LPAs) such as GenoType MTBDRplus and
MTBDRsl (Hain Lifescience GmbH, Nehren, Germany) provide
rapid information within 4–5 h on specific resistance conferring
mutations for selected first and second-line drugs, helping
refine DR-TB regimen choice (Hain Lifescience GmbH, 2021a,b).
Performance of these genotypic assays to guide appropriate
selection of DR-TB treatment does however remain limited
(Maiga et al., 2012; Hingley-Wilson et al., 2013; Zetola et al.,
2014b; Tagliani et al., 2015; Nathavitharana et al., 2017; Makhado
et al., 2018; Guglielmetti et al., 2019; Mishra et al., 2020). None of
these assays test for resistance to the new/repurposed drugs such
as bedaquiline (BDQ), linezolid (LZD), delamanid (DLM), and

clofazimine (CFZ). These drugs are core components of category
A, B, and C drugs in WHO’s updated hierarchical classification of
DR-TB drugs (WHO, 2019b). While Xpert and LPA’s reduce time
to results by bypassing culture in the current diagnostic pipeline
of DR-TB (Figure 1A), these molecular assays are limited in the
number of drugs or gene regions analyzed. Hence a gap exists
in that no assay covers resistance to all the current first-line,
second-line, new and repurposed drugs simultaneously.

Next generation sequencing (NGS) technology specifically
whole genome sequencing (WGS) for TB offers the most
comprehensive approach to molecular-based DST (Iketleng et al.,
2018). WGS allows interrogation of all mutations that could
potentially confer drug-resistance to the infecting organism
thereby enabling treatment individualization (Witney et al.,
2015; Cox et al., 2018). WGS has now become the standard of
care in well-resourced settings (Pankhurst et al., 2016; Walker
et al., 2017; Allix-Béguec et al., 2018; Tagliani et al., 2018). The
capacity of WGS to track mixed infections, heteroresistance,
transmission patterns, outbreaks and potential superspreaders
provides additional clinical advantage (Walker et al., 2013, 2014;
Guerra-Assunca̧õ et al., 2015a,b; Hatherell et al., 2016; McNerney
et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2020b). Recently published data describing
the agreement between Xpert, LPAs and WGS compared to
phenotypic DST for predicting resistance to 15 drugs, was
reported as 49, 63, and 93%, respectively (Heyckendorf et al.,
2018). The adoption of WGS in low-income, high TB-burden
settings where it is most needed, is however hampered by the
requirement for specialized facilities with complex workflows,
personnel with high level expertise and data analysis capability
(Mahomed et al., 2017). The overall aim of this review is
to capture the recent advances in whole genome sequencing
technology, provide an overview on the efforts that have been
made toward curating phenotypic and genotypic data for clinical
and therapeutic decision making and review advances made in
sequencing technology directly from sputum samples to expedite
testing so that results become available in a clinically relevant
time frame. We further conduct an extensive review on the
mechanisms of resistance to new and repurposed drugs for
their inclusion into genomic assays and examined the utility of
sequencing in diagnosing mixed infections in TB. In addition,
further refinement of WGS technology to deliver rapid, point-
of-care drug susceptibility in a clinically relevant timeframe is
required (Satta et al., 2018). Collectively, these topics contribute
to our overall understanding of how sequence-based technology
can improve patient centered care.

Advances in Whole Genome Sequencing
Technology
More than two decades following the first complete elucidation
of the Mtb genome in 1998, sequencing technology has rapidly
evolved from its confined use as a research tool to a robust clinical
diagnostic platform for DR-TB (Cole et al., 1998; McNerney
et al., 2017). Early genomes were sequenced and deciphered using
tedious techniques that involved cloning and shotgun sequencing
followed by assembly and annotation (Cole et al., 1998). Since
availability of high-throughput bench top sequencers and rapid
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FIGURE 1 | Illustration of (A) the current diagnostic pipeline of drug resistance in TB, (B) workflow of WGS from culture, and (C) proposed workflow of targeted NGS
directly from sputum. TB, tuberculosis; WGS, whole genome sequencing; MTB, Mycobacterium tuberculosis; MGIT, mycobacterial growth indicator tube; DST, drug
susceptibility testing; LPA, line probe assay; RIF, rifampicin; INH, isoniazid; FQ, fluoroquinolones; DNA, deoxyribonucleic acid; NGS, next generation sequencing;
PCR, polymerase chain reaction.

analytical software, WGS technology has become fully automated
with reduced cost and complexity (Hess et al., 2020). Table 1
provides an overview of available sequencing platforms and their
capabilities. Thousands of Mtb genome sequences have emanated
from these advances, contributing to better understanding of Mtb
evolution, TB diagnosis, drug-resistance mutations, optimized
treatment, surveillance and transmission (Cohen et al., 2015;
Hatherell et al., 2016; Shah et al., 2017; Allix-Béguec et al., 2018;
Auld et al., 2018; Zignol et al., 2018). A recent study found a
20% added benefit of WGS over the classic genotypic assays in
detecting drug resistance outside the putative DR genes (Lam
et al., 2021). Centralizing and linking the sequencing laboratory
to the clinical setting could efficiently adopt WGS as a routine
assay for TB diagnosis (Cabibbe et al., 2018).

The current Mtb WGS workflow includes sputum
decontamination followed by culture usually in a liquid media
system, DNA extraction from culture, library preparation and

sequencing using short-read sequencing methods (Figure 1B;
WHO, 2018b; Meehan et al., 2019). Sequence analysis involves
data validation and quality control, followed by mapping to a
reference genome for detection of genomic variation (WHO,
2018b). The lack of an internationally accepted standardized
workflow has resulted in inconsistent, incomparable genomic
data, underscoring the need for consensus international
standards for Mtb WGS. Whilst short- and long-read sequencers
can reconstruct whole genomes of pathogens, further technical
validation ensures that host and non-Mtb contaminant reads
are removed without eliminating true Mtb sequences. Repetitive
gene regions including the PP/PPE gene families are generally
problematic for short read-sequencers due to challenges
associated with mapping repetitive reads and are therefore
excluded from analysis (Meehan et al., 2019). However, recent
results posted on the preprint server bioRxiv demonstrated that
over 65% of these excluded regions can be accurately analyzed
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TABLE 1 | Advantages and disadvantages of whole genome sequencing platforms.

Platform Read-length Technique Advantages Disadvantages

Illumina (MiSeq) Short
(2 bp × 300 bp)

Amplifies fragmented DNA and
primers on a chip holding
oligonucleotides with reversible
dye-terminator bases before
capturing the fluorescently labeled
terminator nucleotides using a
prepared library.

Allows for antibiotic resistance prediction, construct novel TB
genomes, SNP and indel analysis. Short read-lengths enable
accurate read data and low per-base error rate. Able to
generate paired-end reads (Illumina, 2020). SMOR analysis for
determination of low-frequency alleles in complex samples
using targeted amplicons and deep sequencing for increased
sensitivity over standard WGS (Colman et al., 2015). Superior
performance over Ion Torrent (PGM) for GC rich (homopolymer)
regions (Zhang G. et al., 2015). High throughput and high
sequence yield. Low cost per sample at $22.41 (WHO, 2018b).
Low input DNA (1 ng) required for library preparation allowing
for use directly on clinical specimens (WHO, 2018b). Shorter
sample and library preparation (Loman et al., 2012a).

Long run times and large data output per run.
High instrument cost. Short read lengths are
problematic for repetitive regions like the PE
and PPE gene families which are generally
excluded (Meehan et al., 2019).

Ion Torrent (PGM) Short
(400–600 bp)

Semi-conductor detects
protons/hydrogen ions that give off
an electronic signal during the
polymerization of DNA. Uses
emulsion PCR, a washing step and
library preparation.

Allows for antibiotic resistance prediction, construction of novel
TB genomes and full length gene analysis for novel mutations
(Daum et al., 2012; ION Torrent Next-Generation Sequencing
Technology, 2020). Short read-lengths enable accurate read
data and low per-base error rate. Longer read-length compared
to Illumina. Short run time and low data output per run.
Moderate instrument cost (WHO, 2018b).

Low throughput, few samples per run and
requires more hands-on time. Reads obtained
are single-stranded (WHO, 2018b). High cost
per sample at $48.75 per sample (WHO,
2018b). Requires a compressed nitrogen
cylinder and water purification system (WHO,
2018b). Requires preparation of amplified
sequence libraries through emulsion PCR and
enrichment stages off the instrument (Loman
et al., 2012a). Associated with homopolymer
errors (Loman et al., 2012b).

Oxford Nanopore
Technologies
(MinION)

Long
(100,000–2
million bp)

Single Molecule Real Time (SMRT)
detects change in the ion current
when DNA strands pass through
the biological nanopore. Depends
on library preparation, so user can
choose the read length.

Allows for antibiotic resistance prediction, construct novel TB
genomes, SNP and indel analysis, genomic rearrangement and
nucleotide modifications like cytosine methylation. Longest
individual read length enables easier assembly even for
un-sheared DNA. Short run time. Lowest instrument cost at
$1000. Portable and palm-size instrument. Sample preparation
and library steps are shorter (WHO, 2018b). Can continue
sequencing until sufficient genome coverage is obtained
avoiding sequencing failures from low bacterial loads
(Votintseva et al., 2017b). Low cost for high throughput ($16.67
per sample for 54 samples) (WHO, 2018b).

High per base error rate (20–35%) (WHO,
2018b). Has lower single raw read accuracy.
Moderate data output per run (WHO, 2018b).
Not intended for clinical use. Unable to reliably
detect variant frequencies below 40%, requires
resistant subpopulations to be at least 50%
present in a mixed sample for low-frequency
allele detection (Tafess et al., 2019). High cost
for lower throughput ($42.86 per sample for 22
samples) (WHO, 2018b).

PacBio (RSII) Long
(60,000 bp)

Single Molecule Real Time (SMRT)
uses fluorescence detection.

Allows for antibiotic resistance prediction, construct novel TB
genomes, SNP, indel and epigenetic analysis (McNerney et al.,
2017; Lee et al., 2019). Long read length enables easier
assembly of repetitive gene regions (Ley et al., 2019). Short run
time. Low data output per run.

High per base error rate and lowest raw read
accuracy. High instrument cost ($750,000) and
difficult installation. Moderate throughput and
limited capacity to multiplex (WHO, 2018b).

Bp, base pairs; PGM, Personal Genome Machine; TB, tuberculosis; SNP, single nucleotide polymorphism; SMOR, Single Molecule-Overlapping Reads; SMRT, Single Molecule Real Time; NGS, next generation
sequencing; GC, Guanine Cytosine; DNA, deoxyribo-nucleic acid; PE, proline-glutamic acid; PPE, proline-proline-glutamic acid; PCR, polymerase chain reaction.
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on Illumina with high precision (though low recall), besides the
PE_PGRS and PPE_MPTR subfamilies (Marin et al., 2021).1

Although the function of PE/PPE genes remain unknown, they
have been considered important in pathogen-host interaction
and virulence exclusive to Mtb and should therefore be included
in sequencing analyses (Qian et al., 2020). Additional advances
in detection and elimination of host and non-Mtb contaminants
has been expedited through development of advanced software
to enable filtration (Egli et al., 2018; Walter et al., 2020). With
experience, Mtb WGS readouts for other significant criteria
such as read depth, base quality, filtering of false positive
variants, multilocus sequence typing (MLST), k-mer based-
grouping for closest genome matches have been standardized
and optimized (Egli et al., 2018). Now with a single well-validated
workflow with refinement of recommended steps and the
addition of external quality assurance, accuracy of sequence
data generated has become more reliable. This is essential as
stringent control of meta-data is required to guide DR-TB
disease surveillance, generalize outbreak predictions, compare
epidemiologic resistance pattern trends and monitor treatment
response to mutations observed (Meehan et al., 2019). The
advent of the fourth industrial revolution in many low-income
settings has helped overcome pre-existing challenges through
access to cloud-based data storage services including remote
access to WGS analytical software and bioinformatics expertise
(Satta et al., 2018).

Tools for resistance prediction and strain lineage typing from
reference sequences have been developed to support curated
DR-TB mutation database development including Mykrobe
Predictor TB, CASTB (the comprehensive analysis server for the
Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex), KvarQ, PhyResSE (Phylo-
Resistance Search Engine), TB profiler, and more recently the
MTBSeq (Steiner et al., 2014; Bradley et al., 2015; Coll et al.,
2015; Feuerriegel et al., 2015; Iwai et al., 2015; Kohl et al.,
2018; Hunt et al., 2019; Phelan et al., 2019). These tools have
varying sensitivities, specificities, accuracies, drugs and gene
regions analyzed, mutation libraries, strain lineage detection, run
times, batch uploads and abilities to read mixed infections and
heteroresistance (Schleusener et al., 2017). It is noteworthy, that
only TB profiler is capable of excluding phylogenetic markers
with no link to resistance. Furthermore, this tool undergoes
continuous updates based on emerging literature, including
updated resistance profiling for new drugs and regimens (Coll
et al., 2015). Recently updated TB Profiler, version 3.0.4, is
now compatible with WGS data from long-read sequencers,
enabling batch processing, detection of heteroresistance and
prediction of resistance to cycloserine (CLS) and the new drugs
DLM/Pretomanid (PRT) (Phelan et al., 2019). These tools offer a
promise of a future comprehensive point-of-care WGS analysis
system, desirable for low-income settings (Table 1).

Curating Genomic Data for Clinical Relevance
The interpretation of genomic data for clinical decision-making
including selection of appropriate treatment regimen has been
challenged by the poor correlation between Mtb genomic

1https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.04.08.438862v3.full.pdf

and phenotypic drug susceptibility results. In the absence of
horizontal gene transfer mechanisms, Mtb develops resistance
primarily through the acquisition of mutations in the core genes
and their promoter regions (Sreevatsan et al., 1997; Brosch et al.,
2002; Supply et al., 2003). Resistance profiling is achieved by
comparing Mtb mutations detected to published curated lists.
Grading by confidence is determined by genotype-phenotype
associations conferred by individual resistance mutations (Miotto
et al., 2017; Allix-Béguec et al., 2018; Chesov et al., 2019).
Genotype-phenotype correlation has been well established for
first-line anti-TB drugs such RIF and INH. Correlative difficulties
arise where genetic resistance mechanisms are poorly elucidated,
such as with new and repurposed drugs, and where no
standardized phenotypic and genotypic correlation exists, such as
with older drugs like pyrazinamide (PZA) and ethambutol (EMB)
(Walker et al., 2015; Yadon et al., 2017; Allix-Béguec et al., 2018;
Bouzouita et al., 2018; Heyckendorf et al., 2018; Miotto et al.,
2018). Although advancements in characterizing phenotypic-
genotypic correlation have occurred, novel or rare mutations
detected outside defined/putative hotspot regions continue to
present a diagnostic challenge, as in the case of PZA (Whitfield
et al., 2015; Köser et al., 2020). Established gene regions and
mutations implicated in resistance for newer drugs have not
yet been published because resistance mechanisms remain to be
confirmed, as discussed in the chapters below.

Efforts to overcome challenges of genotypic-phenotypic
correlation, and access to curated clinical, genomic treatment and
outcome data has been achieved through establishment of open
access databases such as the Relational Sequencing (ReSeq) TB
and the Comprehensive Resistance Prediction for Tuberculosis:
and International Consortium (CRyPTIC) databases. These
databases comprise large collections of Mtb isolates from various
geographic locations (Starks et al., 2015; Cirillo et al., 2016). Thus
far, the consortium has highlighted the role of WGS compared
to routine phenotypic testing in predicting susceptibility to
first-line drugs amongst 10 209 isolates from 16 countries that
collectively represent all major Mtb lineages known (Allix-Béguec
et al., 2018). Accurate genotypic predictions were made with
sensitivities and specificities above 90% for resistance to RIF,
INH, PZA and EMB. The WHO is currently evaluating WGS for
routine genotypic DST as the new gold standard for Mtb drug-
resistance surveillance (WHO, 2018b). Different WGS platforms
are currently available that have different capabilities, limitations,
read-lengths, cost and data output (Table 1). With advances
in the drug development pipeline and WHO guidelines, newer
agents aim to overcome all known pre-existing mutations (WHO,
2020b). As we garner understanding of mutations especially from
newer drugs and their resistance profiles in different geographic
settings, there is a need to constantly update these databases to
remain relevant. Funding is also necessitated to sustain ReSeq
TB and similar databases. More recently, WHO has issued a
comprehensive, curated, catalog of mutations in Mtb and their
association with resistance. A global dataset of 38 215 isolates
representing 74 countries were included in the analysis (WHO,
2021a). In this guideline, a robust algorithmic approach is applied
for all mutations and phenotypes based on odds ratios for the
association of the mutation with resistance and the positive
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predictive value using strict criteria, including the bounds of
the 95% confidence interval. This criteria however, allows for
a mutation to be considered as high confidence if present in
at least 5 clinical isolates of Mtb. In instances where mutations
were distributed all along the length of the whole open reading
frame of the gene, the statistical significance of resistance was
lower. For the new and repurposed drugs BDQ and CFZ, no
significant resistance mutations were reported, largely because
these variants are still rare i.e., <90%, thus, have been excluded
by the algorithm. Further, the stringent phenotypic DST criteria
that was applied precluded BDQ DST techniques as these were
not WHO endorsed techniques (WHO, 2021a).

Sequencing Technology Directly From
Sputum
Whole genome sequencing represents the most robust tool
to guide DR-TB treatment; however, direct sequencing from
clinical specimens remains a major limitation of this technology
(McNerney et al., 2017). Expectorated sputum is the most
reliable specimen for the diagnosis of pulmonary TB (Siddiqi and
Rüsch-Gerdes, 2006). Currently, WGS is conducted on culture
from a mycobacterial growth indicator tube (MGIT, BACTEC
MGIT 960) system (Figure 1B) because MGIT generates large
quantities of bacterial culture (Stinson et al., 2014). However, the
slow growth rate of Mtb leads to long turn around time to a
cultured isolate being ready for WGS. Furthermore working with
infectious TB is hazardous and requires specialized laboratory
facilities and expertise (Stinson et al., 2014; Gilpin et al., 2016).
Additional findings that undermine the accuracy of DST include
loss in minor variants that are selective for Mtb populations
when subcultures are used and variation in genetic diversity from
parent isolates when single colonies are cultured (Black et al.,
2015; Metcalfe et al., 2017; Doyle et al., 2018; Shockey et al., 2019).
The type of culture media used can also influence the growth of
different strains compromising the ability to detect mixed strain
infection (Hanekom et al., 2013).

Direct sequencing from sputum specimens will allow for rapid
and comprehensive resistance profiling in a clinically relevant
timeline. However, DNA extraction directly from sputum has
numerous challenges. Firstly Mtb bacillary load in sputum varies
from a few bacilli to millions of organisms (McNerney et al.,
2017). Limited numbers of bacilli in sputum, such as in smear
negative TB, results in low yield of genomic DNA available for
sequencing (Hernández et al., 2015; Nguyen et al., 2019). This
problem is not uncommon in HIV endemic settings. Secondly,
Mtb cell wall is lipid-rich consisting of layers of cross-linked
peptidoglycan, lipoglycan and mycolic acids encompassed by
waxy coat (Abrahams and Besra, 2018). This robust barrier
requires disruption to release genomic DNA for quantification
and sequencing. Furthermore, the Mtb genome comprises 65–
80% cytosine/guanine (GC) content that enhances genomic
stability, providing an additional barrier to DNA extraction
(Cole et al., 1998; Bryant et al., 2013). Published research
show optimized laboratory techniques such as use of enzymatic
lysing, bead-beating, heat and enrichment of DR genes to
successfully overcome these two challenges (Table 2). Thirdly,

an additional challenge of sequencing directly from sputum is
DNA contamination of sputum samples from human host cells
and other bacteria commonly found in sputum (Cui et al.,
2012; Chatterjee et al., 2013). This undermines the ability to
obtain sufficient quantities of pure Mtb DNA for sequencing.
The proposed workflow of sequencing directly from sputum
is illustrated in Figure 1C. Various decontamination protocols,
cell lysis techniques, DNA extraction methods and enrichment
kits have been developed and optimized specifically to overcome
these challenges (Table 2; Doughty et al., 2014; Brown et al.,
2015; Votintseva et al., 2015, 2017a; Doyle et al., 2018). However,
no single study has reported on a technique that is both easily
implementable and cost-effective for efficient recovery of viable
Mtb directly from sputum.

Whole Genome Sequencing vs. Targeted
Gene Sequencing for Clinical Utility
The Mtb genome comprises of 4,4 million base pairs (bp) which
code for approximately 4000 genes (Cole et al., 1998). To date
>400 variants of genomic alteration have been described in ∼65
genomic regions with a known or putative link to Mtb drug-
resistance (Lange et al., 2018). Thus, the entire sequence of the
organism has limited utility to clinicians whose main interest is
to assess appropriateness of a drug in treating a specific DR form
of Mtb. An alternative approach for obtaining a comprehensive
resistance profile is the design of rapid, targeted genomic panels
that include only genes known to be involved in drug-resistance
(WHO, 2018b). Targeted panels/amplicons interrogate specific
regions in the Mtb genome thus its’ depth of coverage and
specificity for detecting SNPs with high mutational confidence,
including mixed strains, is greatly enhanced over conventional
WGS (Tagliani et al., 2017; Makhado et al., 2018; Achkar et al.,
2019; Colman et al., 2019; Nimmo et al., 2019). An advantage
of this technique is that it overcomes challenges associated with
adequate DNA quantity and contamination from host and non-
TB DNA obtained directly from sputum (Figure 1C; Brown et al.,
2015; Votintseva et al., 2017a). Sputum-based targeted amplicon
sequencing can provide clinically relevant rapid information
at higher sensitivities to guide therapeutic decisions (Cabibbe
et al., 2020; Kayomo et al., 2020). A further compelling gain
of deep sequencing is the ability to identify variants at low
allele frequencies down to approximately 5%, an advantageous
threshold for identifying minor variants and subpopulations
(Derache et al., 2018). Recent innovations in targeted sequencing
applications are outlined in Table 2. Compared to conventional
WGS, it is much less data intensive and requires significantly
less data storage (Dilliott et al., 2018). Limitations to targeted
amplicon sequencing is the prohibitively high costs that make
this method unsuitable for high burden low resource settings.
An important limitation is the restricted application of targeted
amplicon sequencing to only the known resistance markers, while
WGS detects all variations, characterized and uncharacterized,
from the reference genome. Uncharacterized mutations to
existing drugs, or novel mutations to new drugs require further
elucidation to determine the role in conferring resistance for
this technique to remain valid. Additionally, there may be other
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TABLE 2 | Summary of studies exploring DNA extraction techniques directly from sputum samples applying next generation sequencing technology.

Extraction Technique Extraction Methodology Performance of extraction technique and sequencing
outcome

Sequencing
Platform

Reference

Mechanical
bead-beating

Sputum samples (n = 43) were centrifuged (16,200 × g, 30 min)
and pelleted; ribolysis with 50 µl of glass beads (425–600 µm) in
FastPrep-24 Classic Instrument (45 s, 6.4 m/s). After adding
extraction buffer, proteinase K, vortexing and incubating (56◦C,
10 min), DNA was extracted on the LIAISON IXT/Arrow (DiaSorin)
automated system utilizing magnetic bead chemistry.

74% of sputum samples generated whole genomes at
>85% coverage (majority were smear 3+). Required 5 days
from sputum.

WGS on Illumina
MiSeq and
NextSeq

Doyle et al., 2018

Lysis of
human/eukaryotic cells

Smear positive sputum samples (n = 40) were decontaminated with
NAC-PAC RED (Alphatec, United States) and heat killed (95◦C,
30 min). DNA extraction by saline wash, MolYsis Basic5 (Molzym
Germany) eukaryotic cell lysis, bead beating, ethanol precipitation
and GlycoBlue Co-Precipitant for MiSeq sequencing. For MiniSeq
and ONT MinION sequencing, samples were saline washed, bead
beaten, ethanol precipitated and cleaned with AMPure beads (BC,
United Kingdom).

83% of sputum samples yielded sufficient DNA and 65%
yielded sequencing data for resistance prediction at >3×

coverage. Samples sequenced on the MinION gave >95%
genome coverage and >5× depth of coverage. 54% of
sputum samples had >12× depth and recovered >90% of
the Mtb genome.

WGS on Illumina
MiSeq, MiniSeq
and ONT Minion

Votintseva et al.,
2017a

Smear positive sputum samples (n = 8) were NALC/NaOH
decontaminated before differential osmotic lysis of human cells in
water and digestion with RNase-Free DNase Set (Qiagen). Heat
treatment (75◦C, 10 min), DNA extraction with NucleoSpin
Tissue-Kit (Macherey-Nagel, Germany).

20–99% mapped to the human genome (high
contamination) and poor average depth of coverage (adc)
(0.002X–0.07X). No samples had sufficient sequencing
data. Cost < $69.34 per sample.

Shotgun
sequencing on
Illumina MiSeq

Doughty et al.,
2014

Thermolysis Smear positive sputum samples (n = 24) were NALC/NaOH
decontaminated, pelleted, resuspended in PBS then in TE before
adding 0.1 mm glass beads. Samples were heat killed (80◦C,
50 min), freeze/thawed, vortexed and treated with DNeasy blood
and tissue DNA extraction kit (Qiagen).

83% of sputum samples had high quality sequencing data
(>20× depth, >90% genome covered). Kit costs $350 per
sample. Total lab time of 50–96 h.

WGS on Illumina
MiSeq

Brown et al., 2015

Non-decontaminated sputum samples (n = 33) were heat killed
(95◦C, 1 h), ribolysed and purified with LIAISON Ixt (DiaSorin, Italy)
or DNeasy blood and tissue kit (Qiagen, Germany).

At least 85% genome coverage at 20× and average depth
of coverage (adc) of 60×.

WGS on Illumina
NextSeq

Nimmo et al., 2019

Organic/enzymatic-
based methods
including CTAB

Smear 3+ sputum samples (n = 40; stored at −20◦C) were
NALC/NaOH decontaminated, boiled (85◦C, 10 min) in TE buffer
and frozen immediately (−20◦C, 15 min). Incubation with lysozyme,
proteinase K, SDS and 10% CTAB (1% final concentration). DNA
extraction by alcohol precipitation and elution in TE buffer. This was
compared to the PrimeXtract DNA extraction kit (Longhorn
Vaccines and Diagnostics, United States).

The PrimeXtract DNA extraction kit had higher yields of Mtb
DNA than CTAB method. DNA yield still too low (<2 µg) for
SMRT sequencing.

PacBio sequencing Ndhlovu et al.,
2018

(Continued)
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TABLE 2 | (Continued)

Extraction Technique Extraction Methodology Performance of extraction technique and sequencing
outcome

Sequencing
Platform

Reference

Sure SelectXT Target
enrichment (AgiIent)

DNA extracted as described in Brown et al. (2015) above. Mtb DNA
was enriched with Sure SelectXT Target enrichment (AgiIent) using
120-mer biotinylated RNA baits spanning the entire positive strand
of H37Rv.

83% of sputum samples had high quality sequencing data
(>20× depth, >90% genome covered). Requires 2–3 days
and high-cost ($281.52 per sample).

WGS on Illumina
MiSeq

Brown et al., 2015

DNA extracted as described in Doyle et al. (2018) above. Sure
SelectXT Target enrichment (AgiIent) was similarly followed as that
of Brown et al. (2015) above including pull-down with streptavidin
coated beads. Another reduced set of 120-mer biotinylated RNA
baits, designed by Agilent, was used to capture only DR genes
(35,960 bp) for MDR-TB sputum samples (n = 3) with the ‘Fast’
hybridization buffer (1 h, 65◦C).

74% of sputum samples generated whole genomes at
>85% coverage (majority were smear 3+) and >2000×

average depth of coverage (adc). Required 5 days from
sputum and 3 days using a reduced bait set.
Streptavidin-coated beads are expensive.

WGS on Illumina
MiSeq and
NextSeq

Doyle et al., 2018

Deeplex R©-MycTB
assay (Geno Screen,
Lille, France)

200 µL of spot sputum samples (n = 1494) preserved in 96%
ethanol, were digested with proteinase K. Semi-automated Maxwell
16 FFPE DNA purification kit with a Maxwell machine (Promega,
United States) was used. The Deeplex R©d-MycTB assay
(GenoScreen, France) amplified PCR products were purified with
Agencourt AMPure XP magnetic beads (BC, United States) and
DNA quantified by Qubit dsDNA BR assay (Life Technologies,
United Kingdom).

Average depth of coverage (adc) of 1349×. 80% of Xpert
positive samples were Mtb positive by Deeplex. 89% of
Deeplex samples had a spoligotype, 49% were assigned
lineages and 27% had an incomplete drug susceptibility
assessment across target regions due to low bacterial load.
4.7% cases of mixed infections and 4.9% cases of NTMs
were detected.

Targeted
sequencing (18
genes/15 drugs) on
Illumina MiSeq

Kayomo et al.,
2020

Smear positive sputum samples (n = 104) were liquefied in
OMNIgene sputum reagent (DNA Genotek, Canada) before heat
killing (95◦C, 30 min) and lysis at 60◦C with Maxwell method, as
similarly performed by Kayomo et al. (2020)

90.8% of MinION reads while 99.5% of MiniSeq reads
mapped to H37Rv. The average depth of coverage (adc)
was 4,151× on MinION and 4,177× on MiniSeq. Deeplex
amplicons are short for optimal processing on MinION
long-read sequencer, therefore higher raw error rates
(∼9%). Costs $138.68 per sample for both platforms.

Targeted
sequencing (18
genes/15 drugs) on
ONT MinION
(previously
sequenced on
Illumina MiSeq)

Cabibbe et al.,
2020

Next Generation Rapid
DST Assay

Sputum samples (n = 12) were NALC/NaOH decontaminated and
DNA extracted with GenoLyse R©(Hain Lifescience, Germany) for the
Next Generation rapid DST Assay (Translational Genomics
Research Institute, AZ, United States).

Sputum samples could be examined at all 6 gene targets to
at least 50,000× coverage in 72 h at ∼$30 per sample for
reagent costs.

Targeted
sequencing on
Illumina MiSeq

Colman et al., 2015

Mtb, Mycobacterium tuberculosis; adc, average depth of coverage; h, hours; mins, minutes; secs, seconds; Bp, base pairs; Kb, kilo base pairs; Ds, double stranded; BR, broad range; HS, high sensitivity; FFPE, formalin-
fixed paraffin-embedded; NALC, N-acetyl-L-cysteine; NaOH, Sodium hydroxide; PBS, Phosphate buffer saline; TE, Tris-Ethylenediamine tetra-acetic acid; SDS, sodium dodecyl sulfate; CTAB, Cetyltrimethylammonium
bromide; BC, Beckman Coulter; USA, United States of America; UK, United Kingdom; DR, drug resistant; MDR, multidrug resistant; NTM, non-tuberculosis mycobacteria; DST, drug susceptibility testing; DNA,
deoxyribo-nucleic acid; RNA, ribonucleic acid; WGS, whole genome sequencing; PCR, polymerase chain reaction; ONT, Oxford Nanopore Technologies; SMRT, Single-Molecule Real Time.
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factors that may impact on resistance in the absence of mutations
such as efflux pumps responsible for expelling drugs out of the
bacterial cell (Ghajavand et al., 2019b).

World Health Organization recently endorsed two new
amplicon-based targeted sequencing assays for comprehensive
DR-TB resistance profiling directly from sputum (WHO,
2018b). The Next Generation – Rapid DST assay (Translational
Genomics Research Institute, United States) screens Mtb gene
regions for mutations associated with resistance to RIF, INH,
fluoroquinolones and second-line injectable drugs (Colman
et al., 2015, 2016). The Deeplex R©-MycTB assay (Genoscreen,
Lille, France) is a 24-amplicon mix that has capacity to
screen for mutations in 18 genes known to be associated with
Mtb resistance to 15 anti-TB drugs including the new and
repurposed drugs BDQ, CFZ and LZD (Tagliani et al., 2017;
Genoscreen, 2019). Detection of resistance to these new drugs
is particularly important as these agents are now classified by
the WHO as essential drugs in the standard short MDR-TB
regimens and emerging short-course DR TB treatment regimen
(WHO, 2019a,b; Conradie et al., 2020). Deeplex is the most
comprehensive targeted panel offering detection of resistance
to these significant drugs. The large coverage depth allows for
detection of high-confidence mutations, and detection of minor
variants from subpopulations (Tagliani et al., 2017). It is also
capable of Mycobacterium tuberculosis identification using spacer
oligonucleotide typing (spoligotyping). A number of studies
successfully used Deeplex in drug resistance determinations,
many reporting >90% sequence coverage with this assay
(Tagliani et al., 2017; Makhado et al., 2018; Achkar et al., 2019).
Cabibbe et al. recently demonstrated the successful application
of the Deeplex assay using the portable Oxford Nanopore
Technology MinION sequencer (Cabibbe et al., 2020). This
combination demonstrated full concordance in the detection of
clinically relevant resistance markers compared to conventional
sequencing platforms and is a promising solution for point-
of-care applicability of sequencing technologies. The Deeplex
assay has also been used in nationwide DR-TB surveys and in
studies assessing region specific mutations that are not detected
by conventional assays (Tagliani et al., 2017; Kayomo et al., 2020).
Limitations of the Deeplex assay include poor performance in
sputum with low DNA quantity, high costs of procurement of
each kit, limited number of gene regions that get assessed – i.e.,
DLM is not currently assessed and Deeplex throughput is 45
samples per kit which may be too many in low TB burden settings
and too few in TB endemic settings.

Resistance Mechanisms to New and
Repurposed Drugs
Mycobacterium tuberculosis drug resistance is primarily mediated
by acquisition of spontaneous mutations in genes coding for
drug targets or in enzymes required for drug activation, not by
horizontal gene transfer mechanism (Cole et al., 1998; Castro
et al., 2020). Mutations occur predominantly as SNPs and
insertions or deletions (Indels) of specific nucleotide bases which
provide Mtb adaptive survival advantage against potent anti-
TB drugs (Brimacombe et al., 2007). Other mechanisms of

drug resistance include efflux mediated resistance, deficient DNA
repair systems and other compensatory mechanisms (Dookie
et al., 2018; Ghajavand et al., 2019b). Epistasis and intrinsic
cell wall impermeability further contributes to drug resistance
(Al-Saeedi and Al-Hajoj, 2017; Seid and Berhane, 2021). These
may be a consequence of sub-optimal concentrations of anti-
TB drugs from altered host pharmacokinetics (PK) (Liu et al.,
2006; Trauner et al., 2017). Over the last few years, the DR-TB
treatment landscape has been transformed with the introduction
of new (BDQ, DLM/PRT) and repurposed (LZD and CFZ)
drugs used in novel, short-course combinations and a revised
hierarchical classification of DR-TB drugs where BDQ, LZD and
CFZ constitute the majority of group A and B drugs (WHO,
2016, Ghajavand et al., 2019b; Conradie et al., 2020). Following
the revised grouping of drugs and downgrading of the second-
line injectable agents, the definition of XDR-TB has since been
revised to include resistance to a fluoroquinolone and one
other group A drug (WHO, 2021b). Given the importance of
these new agents, it is imperative to understand the underlying
mechanisms contributing to resistance of these drugs. The
following section provides an update on mechanisms that
have recently emerged describing resistance to the new and
repurposed drugs. Mechanisms of resistance to the conventional
anti-TB drugs have been previously reviewed (da Silva and
Palomino, 2011; Dookie et al., 2018).

Bedaquiline
Bedaquiline (Sirturo; previously known as TMC-207 or R207910)
is a novel class of anti-TB drugs known as the diaryl-quinolones
which inhibits the mycobacterial adenosine triphosphate (ATP)
synthase on the atpE gene thereby dysregulating pH balance
and inhibiting respiration of bacteria (Figure 2; Andries et al.,
2005; Koul et al., 2007; Preiss et al., 2015). Preliminary
efficacy studies revealed that BDQ significantly reduced the
time to culture conversion and demonstrated adequate safety,
tolerability and efficacy (Diacon et al., 2012, 2014). The drug,
approved by the US-FDA in 2012 for treatment of MDR-
TB, has since revolutionized DR-TB treatment forming the
core drug of short-course, all-oral treatment for MDR-TB
and XDR-TB (Cox and Laessig, 2014; Nunn et al., 2019;
Conradie et al., 2020). Clinical trials of DR-TB regimen that
contain BDQ administered to MDR- and XDR-TB patients
displayed substantially better treatment outcomes, earlier culture
conversion and large reduction in TB mortality (Pym et al.,
2016; Olayanju et al., 2018; Schnippel et al., 2018; Tweed et al.,
2019). Thus given its importance, ongoing surveillance for BDQ
resistance needs to be urgently implemented.

Resistance to BDQ has been linked to the mutations occurring
in the drug target atpE, which encodes the subunit c of the
ATP synthase complex (Figure 2; Andries et al., 2005). More
recently, mutations in the atpB gene, encoding the ATP synthase
subunit A, were described in clinical isolates (Martinez et al.,
2018). Additional mutations linked to BDQ resistance have been
described in the Rv0678 (mmpR) and pepQ (Rv2535c) off-target
genes (Andries et al., 2014; Almeida et al., 2016). Thus far,
resistance to BDQ has been studied using a combination of
phenotypic susceptibility testing and sequencing techniques to
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FIGURE 2 | Mycobacterium tuberculosis cell depicting the known resistance mechanisms against BDQ, i.e., atpE and Rv0678. The mechanism of action of pepQ, a
cytoplasmic peptidase protein, remains to be elucidated. BDQ targets the c subunit of the ATP synthase complex to inhibit ATP production and respiration of
mycobacteria. Mutations such as A28 and A63 in atpE prevent BDQ binding to the complex, rendering the drug ineffective. The Rv0678 protein represses mmpS5
and mmpL5 genes to prevent transcription and expression of the MmpS5-MmpL5 efflux pump. A mutated and non-functional Rv0678 repressor cannot bind to the
promoter/operator region thereby allowing over-expression of efflux pumps to expel more BDQ out of the mycobacterial cell.

detect genomic alteration. However, given that BDQ is a new
drug, the phenotypic criteria for defining BDQ resistance has not
been fully characterized (Köser et al., 2019). WHO recommended
an interim critical concentration (CC) of 0.25 mg/L for the agar
proportion method (Middlebrook 7H11 agar) and 1.0 mg/L when
using the MGIT system (WHO, 2018a). A recent external quality
assessment conducted in five laboratories across geographically
diverse settings helped define the current WHO interim CC value
deemed appropriate for BDQ resistance determination (Kaniga
et al., 2020). While the WHO suggests use of CC values of 1 mg/L
in MGIT and 0.25 mg/L in 7H11, this may be further adjusted
and confirmed with emerging data on BDQ (WHO, 2018a).

Using laboratory generated mutants, Andries et al. (2005) first
reported two BDQ resistance conferring mutations, A63P and
I66M, in the atpE gene which resulted in 10–128 fold increase
in BDQ MIC. In an analysis of 53 in vitro selected mutants,
Huitric et al. (2010) subsequently reported three additional
mutations (A28V, A28P, and G61A), and also reported that
atpE gene mutations accounted for only 28% of resistance,
indicating presence of additional BDQ resistance mechanisms.
Using clinical isolates from patients treated with BDQ, Zimenkov
et al. (2017) first reported atpE mutations (D28N and A63V)
despite these isolates falling within the susceptible MIC range.

Recent reports demonstrate A63P/V mutations associated with
4- and 8-fold increase in BDQ MICs among DR-TB isolates
(Andres et al., 2020; Peretokina et al., 2020). The E61D mutation
also recently emerged for the first time in an MDR-TB patient
on BDQ at a 28% variant frequency (BDQ MIC > 2 mg/L in
MGIT) (Chesov et al., 2021). In the case of the atpE gene, hotspot
regions have been identified at codons 28 and 63. Since then a
well-characterized catalog of mutations based on an extensive
literature review of mutations linked to BDQ resistance has
been published. Collectively this data now indicates that atpE
mutations are rarely identified in clinical isolates (Ismail et al.,
2018b). Interestingly, 3 mutations were detected in the atpB gene
from 1 susceptible and 2 MDR-TB clinical isolates (Martinez
et al., 2018). The F222L, H250P and E244K mutations were
associated with MICs of 0.031, 0.125, and 8.0 mg/L, respectively,
with the latter conferring high-level BDQ resistance.

Non-target based BDQ mutations, notably within the Rv0678
gene, have since been described as the most common mechanism
linked to BDQ resistance (Andries et al., 2014). Rv0678 is a
transcriptional mycobacterial membrane protein which represses
genes encoding the MmpS5-MmpL5 efflux pump, key to
transport of BDQ and CFZ (Figure 2; Andries et al., 2014).
Mutations in Rv0678 inactivate the repressor genes thereby
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increasing the efflux of both drugs. The MmpS5-MmpL5 efflux
pump mechanism is a multisubstrate extrusion mechanism by
nature and thus mutations in Rv0678 results in cross-resistance
to CFZ (Hartkoorn et al., 2014). An additional gene, pepQ, has
also been identified as conferring cross resistance to BDQ and
CFZ (Almeida et al., 2016). Detailed description of pepQ activity
can be found below. The cross resistance in the Rv0678 and pepQ
genes between BDQ and CFZ has major implications for the
combined use of BDQ and CFZ as recommended in the current
WHO short MDR-TB regimen. This is also discussed further in
the CFZ section below. In contrast to atpE gene mutations, a
higher diversity and frequency of mutations have been reported
to occur along the entire length of the Rv0678 gene (Battaglia
et al., 2020). Authors postulate that the preferred selection of
Rv0678 over the atpE mutation is due to organism ability to retain
fitness and overcome the effect of BDQ, despite presence of the
Rv0678 mutation (Andries et al., 2014).

Rv0678 mutations are dynamic and have been reported at
varing frequencies over the course of treatment. Studies have
reported low variant frequencies (mutations present at <10%)
of acquired BDQ resistance during early treatment, followed by
higher variant frequencies during treatment, the latter correlating
with an increased BDQ MIC (Trauner et al., 2017; De Vos
et al., 2019; Ghodousi et al., 2019; Polsfuss et al., 2019; Nimmo
et al., 2020b). However, Rv0678 variants at low to intermediate
frequencies have a variable effect on BDQ MICs challenging
clinically relevant breakpoints and cut-off values. Vargas et al.
(2021) inferred that only variants present at a frequency of 19% or
more will likely become dominant within bacterial populations,
implying that variant frequency at <19% may not be clinically
relevant. This finding was supported by other deep sequencing
studies investigating the role of low frequency variants from
clinical isolates obtained from patients on treatment, concluding
that they could not be used to predict resistance and inform
treatment decisions (Shin et al., 2018; Nimmo et al., 2020a).

The PK properties of BDQ, a long half-life drug, may also
explain emerging resistance to BDQ. BDQ in combination with
other short half-life drugs like RIF or INH would result in PK
mismatch leading to BDQ monotherapy thereby contributing to
the acquisition of resistance (Nguyen et al., 2016). As a result
of the long terminal elimination half-life of BDQ (5.5 months)
the drug remains in plasma even after BDQ cessation since its
killing effect is time-dependent (Andries et al., 2005). Drug-drug
interaction studies showed RIF and efavirenz reduced the steady-
state concentrations of BDQ by 79 and 52%, respectively, thus
combining these drugs should be avoided (Svensson et al., 2014).

Primary BDQ resistance, i.e., BDQ resistance prior to any
BDQ exposure, has also been reported in patients due to
Rv0678 mutations (Trauner et al., 2017; De Vos et al., 2019;
Ghodousi et al., 2019; Peretokina et al., 2020). Published
reports demonstrate baseline Rv0678 variants in 5.4 to 6.6%
of patients despite absence of elevated BDQ MIC’s. However,
patients harboring these variants documented worse outcomes
than patients without baseline Rv0678 variants (Villellas et al.,
2017; Nimmo et al., 2020b). Emerging Rv0678 variants were
detected in 5.7% of patients and was associated with an 8-fold
increase in BDQ MIC and worse treatment outcomes compared

to those who did not have Rv0678 variants (Nimmo et al., 2020b).
Similar results were documented in a phase II study assessing
BDQ efficacy (NCT00910871) with emerging resistance detected
in 4.4% of patients (12/205) linked to Rv0678 variants with
>4-fold BDQ MIC increase occurring at week 24 or later in
the course of treatment (Pym et al., 2016). Despite this, these
patients documented treatment success. While there is a clear
role for phenotypic testing during BDQ treatment in order to
detect emerging resistance, the detection of low-level baseline
Rv0678 variants is likewise important because of documented
worse treatment outcomes (Ghodousi et al., 2019; Polsfuss et al.,
2019). However, baseline Rv0678 variants require more sensitive
genotypic methods as they are unlikely to display increased MICs.

Results posted on the preprint server bioRxiv demonstrated
that the emergence of Rv0678 variants pre-dated the use of
BDQ/CFZ and some have been detected as early as the 18th
century (Van Dorp et al., 2020).2 This study found that Mtb
strains can be naturally resistant to BDQ/CFZ. Further, Rv0678
variants do not severely impact the fitness cost of the strain
but are easily selected for in the presence or absence of drug
pressure (Van Dorp et al., 2020). Data suggests the expression
of Rv0678 variants amongst patients even without prior exposure
to the drugs, and may in part explain emergence of BDQ/CFZ
resistance during treatment (Trauner et al., 2017; Veziris et al.,
2017; Villellas et al., 2017; Chawla et al., 2018; Ismail et al., 2018a;
Ghajavand et al., 2019a; Polsfuss et al., 2019; Peretokina et al.,
2020).

It has recently been demonstrated that the initial acquisition
of Rv0678 variants in clinical isolates confer low to intermediate
levels of BDQ resistance. The subsequent additional acquisition
and dominance of the atpE mutations confers high-level BDQ
resistance (Zimenkov et al., 2017; Ismail et al., 2018a; Peretokina
et al., 2020). Peretokina et al. (2020) recently elucidated novel
double mutations in the Rv0678 and atpE genes amongst BDQ-
exposed patients. Isolates from two patients initially harbored
Rv0678 frameshift mutations with low MICs, but subsequent
acquisition of A63P in atpE led to high level BDQ resistance
(MICs of 0.5 and >1 mg/L in 7H11, and 2.0 and >8 mg/L in
MGIT). In the third patient a different amino acid change was
observed on the same codon (A63V) in atpE with an L142R
mutation in Rv0678 (MIC = 1 mg/L on 7H11 and MGIT MIC
of >8 mg/L). Zimenkov et al. (2017) similarly observed the
emergence of the A63V mutation in atpE in addition to L142R
mutation in Rv0678 after BDQ treatment (MIC of 1.0 mg/L in
7H11). Ismail et al. (2018a) demonstrated double mutations in
Rv0678 and Rv1979c (mainly G1226A) also observed in BDQ
exposed patients; however the Rv1979c gene is only implicated in
CFZ resistance. This phenomenon was also observed in vitro with
serial passaging of PZA resistant laboratory-generated mutants
exposed to increasing BDQ concentrations. Initially a number of
dynamic low frequency Rv0678 variants appear and disappear,
thereafter succeeding organisms appeared with high frequency
fixed atpE mutations (Ismail et al., 2019a).

The use of modern algorithms and machine-learning tools
to assess the effect of atpE mutations on BDQ binding

2https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.10.06.328799v1
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showed that clinically identified resistance-conferring mutations
(D28A/G/P/V, A63M/P/V, E61D, L59V, and I66M) were localized
at the drug binding site or a resistance hotspot (Karmakar
et al., 2019). This, however, remains to be performed for Rv0678
and pepQ gene mutations. Peretokina et al. (2020) identified
variants in the Rv0678 gene conferring high-level BDQ resistance:
L40S, A99V, L114P, and L142H (7H11 MIC of 0.25 mg/L) and
E113K (7H11 MIC of 0.5 mg/L), and assessed hotspot regions
(nucleotides 139, 141, and 191) using data from 20 isolates.
Additional potential hotspot regions at codons 47 and after 48
in Rv0678 need investigation, given that frameshift mutations
at codons 47 and 48 were observed in other XDR-TB isolates
(Martinez et al., 2018; Mokrousov et al., 2019). Frameshift
mutations inactivate the repressor activity of Rv0678 leading to
the overexpression of efflux pump activity, expulsion of BDQ out
of the Mtb cell and thus, elevated BDQ MICs and resistance to
the drug (Andries et al., 2014; Peretokina et al., 2020).

Clofazimine
Clofazimine was traditionally used to treat leprosy but was
repurposed to treat DR-TB (WHO, 2016). It is a key constituent
of the new standard short-course regimen for DR-TB treatment
as a core second-line agent and is categorized as a WHO group
B drug (WHO, 2019b). The drug belongs to the riminophenazine
chemical class and is thought to release reactive oxygen species
after reduction by NADH dehydrogenase and re-oxidation
(Lechartier and Cole, 2015). Previous studies showed that CFZ
use was associated with favorable treatment outcomes, net culture
conversion and decreased risk of death in MDR- and XDR-TB
patients, including HIV co-infected XDR-TB (Gopal et al., 2013;
Padayatchi et al., 2014; Pietersen et al., 2014). In contrast, an
individual patient data meta-analysis reported no improvement
in treatment outcomes in patients on CFZ compared to those who
were not treated with CFZ (Fox et al., 2017). Successful treatment
outcomes with the inclusion of CFZ in the Bangladesh/WHO
recommended short-course MDR-TB regimen renewed interest
in the drug (Tang et al., 2015; Duan et al., 2019; Lange et al.,
2019; Du et al., 2020). Given its widespread use, mechanisms
mediating resistance to the drug and phenotypic criteria defining
resistance needs to be established. WHO has recommended an
interim CC for CFZ of 1.0 mg/L in MGIT only (WHO, 2018a).
As in the case of BDQ, resistance to CFZ is mediated through
the acquisition of mutations in the Rv0678 gene leading to
efflux extrusion and in the pepQ gene, a putative cytoplasmic
peptidase (Hartkoorn et al., 2014; Zhang S. et al., 2015; Ismail
et al., 2018a, 2019b). In addition, mutations in the Rv1979c
gene, encoding a putative permease, may be linked to CFZ
resistance (Zhang S. et al., 2015). However, mutations in pepQ
and Rv1979c remain to be fully elucidated. Mutations in Rv0678
has been associated with low-level resistance to BDQ and CFZ,
pepQ mutations result in a low-level increase in BDQ and
CFZ MICs and mutations in Rv1979c confers resistance to CFZ
only (Andries et al., 2014; Hartkoorn et al., 2014; Ismail et al.,
2019a).

A number of studies reported a diverse range of mutations
occurring in the Rv0678 gene linked to CFZ/BDQ cross-
resistance. Hartkoorn et al. (2014) reported CFZ-resistant

mutants were associated with cross-resistance to BDQ (4- to 8-
fold increased MIC) linked to mutations in Rv0678 (R134STOP
and S63R) (Andries et al., 2014). Ismail et al. (2019b) used
laboratory generated mutants to establish the effect of Rv0678
mutations and cross resistance between BDQ and CFZ. They
demonstrated that CFZ-resistant mutants displayed elevated
BDQ MIC’s (8 mg/L in MGIT) and BDQ-resistant mutants
displayed elevated CFZ MIC’s (≥4 mg/L in MGIT) linked to the
S63R/G and R135G variants in Rv0678. This implies that Rv0678
mutations detected will compromise the effect of both drugs.
Zhang S. et al. (2015) described 28 novel diverse mutations in the
Rv0678 gene in addition to two previously described mutations
(193 G insertion and A202G). Of these, 70% were InDels resulting
in frameshift mutations. The 193 G insertion was among the
most common mutations detected, previously described in BDQ-
resistant patients during MDR-TB treatment, providing further
evidence for CFZ/BDQ cross-resistance (Villellas et al., 2017).

Pang et al. (2017) reported resistance to CFZ and BDQ was
observed in 5.6 and 3.3% of the XDR-TB isolates, respectively.
In this study, patients with CFZ-resistant isolates documented
>4 fold increases in BDQ MIC’s linked to the S53P/L and
Y157D Rv0678 mutations (Pang et al., 2017). Polsfuss et al.
(2019) reported on the emergence of an Rv0678 (185ins_CAG)
mutation in an XDR-TB patient undergoing treatment with CFZ
[0.25 mg/L MIC in the resazurin microtiter assay (REMA)]
which also conferred BDQ resistance. In contrast, Xu et al.
(2017) reported on 5 CFZ resistant pre- and XDR-TB clinical
isolates with no prior exposure to BDQ or CFZ. Four isolates
had different Rv0678 mutations (M146T, S2I, S53L, and L117R)
associated with cross-resistance to BDQ [with CFZ MIC’s of
>1.2 mg/L using the microplate alamarBlue assay (MABA)].
Whilst a strong correlation between CFZ and BDQ resistance due
to Rv0678 variants has been demonstrated, Ismail et al. (2018a)
reported that this association is incomplete. BDQ resistance
emanating from Rv0678 variants conferred 100% cross resistance
to CFZ; however, CFZ resistance linked to Rv0678 conferred only
a third cross resistance to BDQ. In contrast, Kadura et al. (2020)
systematic review demonstrated full cross-resistance between
CFZ and BDQ resulting from mutations in Rv0678 and pepQ
stressing the importance of BDQ and CFZ phenotypic testing.
These studies reiterate the intrinsic role that Rv0678 mutations
play in a cross-resistance mechanism and that exposure to either
CFZ or BDQ can compromise the subsequent use of the other.

Almeida et al. (2016) described the role of loss of function
pepQ mutations in conferring low-level BDQ resistance with
cross-resistance to CFZ. PepQ mutants were selected in mice
through BDQ treatment with and without CFZ, resulting
in a 4-fold increase in MIC for both drugs. Subsequent
treatment with efflux pump inhibitors resulted in a marked
decrease in MIC. Three loss of function mutations (L44P, A14
frameshift, R271 frameshift) resulted in complete disruption
of the active site of the gene leading to modest increases
in BDQ and CFZ MICs. Zhang S. et al. (2015) identified
an E89STOP mutation in CFZ-resistant laboratory-generated
mutants that inactivated the function of the cytoplasmic
peptidase protein. Liu et al. (2021) reported the first pepQ
mutation in a CFZ-resistant clinical isolate from an MDR-TB
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patient receiving BDQ treatment. The L145I mutation resulted
in a CFZ MIC of 1 mg/L.

In contrast to mutations in Rv0678 and pepQ, mutations
in the Rv1979c gene are not linked to BDQ cross-resistance.
Zhang S. et al. (2015) first reported the T1052C (V351A) rv1979c
gene mutation in CFZ-resistant laboratory-generated mutants.
Xu et al. (2017) subsequently reported the V52G mutation in
rv1979c (4-fold increased MIC) from a patient with no prior
exposure to both BDQ and CFZ. It can therefore be implied that
Mtb in clinical isolates can also harbor rv1979c mutations with or
without prior BDQ/CFZ treatment.

Delamanid and Pretomanid
Delamanid (DeltybaTM; previously known as OPC-67683) and
PRT (previously known as PA-824) are nitroimidazole pro-
drugs that are activated by de-azaflavin-dependent nitroreductase
(cofactor F420; ddn) encoded by the ddn gene (Manjunatha
et al., 2006). Following the synthesis of cofactor F420 by
a group of enzymes encoded by the genes fdg1, fbiA, fbiB,
and fbiC, DLM, first synthesized in 2006, underwent various
clinical trials before being approved for MDR-TB treatment
in 2014 (Matsumoto et al., 2006; Sasaki et al., 2006; WHO,
2014). It primarily acts to inhibit methoxy mycolic and keto-
mycolic acid, integral components of the mycobacterial cell wall
(Matsumoto et al., 2006; Lewis and Sloan, 2015). Under aerobic
conditions of actively replicating Mtb, nitroimidazoles prevents
mycolic acid synthesis integral for forming bacterial cell walls
(Manjunatha et al., 2009). Under anaerobic conditions, they
cease respiration by releasing toxic nitric oxide characterized by
reduced intracellular ATP levels (Manjunatha et al., 2009).

Resistance to PRT was associated with mutations in ddn and
fgd1 genes and in genes of the F420 biosynthetic pathway (fbiA,
fbiB, and fbiC). H37Rv mutants bearing these mutations were
associated with PRT MIC’s ranging between 0.015–0.25 mg/L
(Stover et al., 2000; Choi et al., 2001, 2002; Gurumurthy et al.,
2013). DLM resistance is associated with the same PRT resistance
mutations since both drugs share a common activation pathway.
DLM resistance however, occurs at a lower MIC range of 0.006–
0.024 mg/L (Matsumoto et al., 2006; Fujiwara et al., 2018). Hence,
cross-resistance between DLM and PRT exists, however evidence
suggests that this cross-resistance is incomplete (Hurdle et al.,
2008). DLM displayed enhanced sterilizing activity compared to
PRT against MDR- and XDR-TB isolates with 4-fold lower MIC
values (0.016 vs. 0.063 mg/L in MABA), suggesting that MICs
should be determined separately for these two nitroimidazoles
(Wen et al., 2019). Furthermore, a site directed mutagenesis
model showed that the drugs bind differently to the active site
of the ddn gene (Lee et al., 2020a). There are a number of
conflicting reports on the CC value for DLM. Otsuka proposed
a CC for DLM at 0.2 mg/L in Middlebrook 7H10/11 while
WHO recommended an interim CC of 0.016 mg/L (Middlebrook
7H11) and 0.06 mg/L (MGIT) (Stinson et al., 2016; WHO,
2018a). Moreover, the EUCAST suggests a CC of 0.06 mg/L
(Middlebrook 7H10/7H11) for DLM (EUCAST, 2020). CC values
for PRT remain to established.

Bloemberg et al. (2015) reported acquired DLM resistance
associated with fgd1 (G49 frameshift) and fbiA (D49T) gene

mutations in an XDR-TB isolate from a patient exposed to DLM
leading to high-level resistance. Hoffmann et al. (2016) reported
the same fbiA D49Y mutation and the R175H mutation following
DLM therapy. Schena et al. (2016) reported the occurrence of
various termination mutations in ddn (W88STOP; n = 3 MDR
isolates) and fbiA (K250STOP; n = 1 XDR isolate) mutations
in patients with no prior exposure to DLM. Another mutation,
G104S, in fgd1 was reported in pre-XDR-TB clinical isolate
after 3 months of DLM treatment (Ghodousi et al., 2019).
More recently, Wen et al. (2019) documented the E249K fbiA
mutation with high-level DLM resistance in MDR- and XDR-TB
clinical isolates.

Yang et al. (2018) reported two novel ddn mutations G81D
(n = 2 isolates with MIC > 1.6 mg/L) and G81S (n = 31
isolates with MIC range of 0.4 −>1.6 mg/L) in MDR- and
XDR-TB clinical isolates. However, it was not known whether
or not patients were exposed to DLM. Emerging low-level DLM
resistance, together with BDQ and CFZ resistance, was observed
in an XDR-TB isolate (Polsfuss et al., 2019). The novel G53D ddn
mutation was associated with increased DLM MIC of 0.25 mg/L
in REMA and the variant frequency increased from 78 to 100%
over time. Fujiwara et al. (2018) also reported the L107P ddn
mutation (DLM MIC of 1 mg/L in 7H11) and 14 amino acid
deletion (codons 59–101; DLM MIC of >8 mg/L) in MDR-TB
clinical isolates with no prior exposure to DLM. These studies
suggest the natural occurrence of ddn mutations, without prior
nitroimidazole exposure and warrants further investigation.

In the case of the fbiC gene, Pang et al. (2017) reported
the V318I mutation from in two XDR-TB patients displaying
DLM resistance associated with an MIC of 32 mg/L. Two recent
studies described the emergence of DLM resistance mutations
in DLM naïve patients. Nimmo et al. (2020a) reported the
emergence of fbiC A487 frameshift and S534STOP mutations
at low frequencies in DR-TB patients following 6 months
of treatment. Reichmuth et al. (2020) reported the A416V
and Y678G fbiC mutations with associated low-level DLM
resistance and other fbiC mutations: c1161t, c1680t, g-11a,
a-32g, D375N, I128V, K571E, and A505T. The fbiC R322L
and N336K mutations detected in PRT-resistant laboratory-
generated mutants, contributed to more than half the PRT
resistance in vitro. However their role in clinical isolates remain
unelucidated (Rifat et al., 2020).

Pretomanid resistance was attributed to the detection of
resistance mutations in PRT laboratory-generated mutants in
five non-essential genes, contributing to varying levels resistance;
ddn: 29%, fbiC: 26%, fbiA: 19%, fgd1: 7%, fbiB: 2%, as was similarly
demonstrated elsewhere (Haver et al., 2015; Fujiwara et al., 2018).
However, 17% of PRT resistant mutants harbored no mutations
in these genes suggesting alternate mechanisms of resistance
(Haver et al., 2015). More recently, a novel resistance mechanism
to DLM and PRT not previously associated with nitroimidazole
resistance was described by Rifat et al. (2020). The fbiD
gene (rv2983 – phosphoenol-pyruvate guanylyl transferase) was
associated with 9% of nitroimidazole resistance in PRT resistant
laboratory-generated mutants. The study also demonstrated that
spontaneous PRT resistant mutations were naturally existent,
and can also be selectively induced by treatment with PRT.
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The contribution of the fbiC mutations accounted for 56% of
PRT resistance and the novel fbiD gene mutations accounted
for 17% of resistance (Haver et al., 2015; Rifat et al., 2020).
Mutations in the fbiD gene may account for unexplained PRT
resistance, however, cross-resistance to DLM remains to be
identified. Interestingly, a majority of the fbiD and fbiB mutants
exhibited high-level PRT resistance and only intermediate level
DLM resistance. Similarly DLM resistance was less common in
mutants compared to PRT resistance (Lee et al., 2020a; Rifat
et al., 2020). Reichmuth et al. (2020) recently investigated several
DLM resistance mutations from global clinical isolates naïve to
nitroimidazoles. MIC’s of DLM resistant isolates ranged from
0.015 −>8 mg/L in broth micro dilution (BMD). Interestingly,
they reported a rare fbiB mutation (T302I) and novel fbiD
mutation (A21T and A300G) in clinical isolates.

Linezolid
Linezolid is an oxazolidinone that acts by binding to the V
domain of the 50S ribosomal subunit, specifically the peptidyl-
transferase center, thereby inhibiting early protein synthesis.
High- and low-level resistance to LZD has been associated with
mutations in the rrl (23S rRNA) and rplC (encodes ribosomal
protein L3) genes, respectively (Hillemann et al., 2008; Beckert
et al., 2012). The rplV and rplD genes encoding ribosomal
protein L4 and L22 were initially thought to be involved in
LZD resistance, but the rplC gene was described as a novel
mechanism of resistance to LZD in MRSA and subsequently
detected in Mtb (Richter et al., 2007; Beckert et al., 2012).
No mutations were detected in the other described targets.
LZD was originally used to treat MRSA infections and was re-
purposed for MDR and XDR-TB treatment (Locke et al., 2009).
An individual patient meta-analysis of 12 030 MDR-TB patients
from 50 datasets found that LZD use (alongside other drugs) was
associated with reduced mortality and treatment success (Ahmad
et al., 2018). WHO reaffirmed the CC of 1 mg/L in MGIT and
recommended an interim CC of 1.0 mg/L in Middlebrook 7H10
and 7H11 (WHO, 2018a).

Mutations in the rrl gene was initially considered the most
significant mechanism of LZD resistance reported to be widely
distributed across the gene with four predominant mutations
(G2229T, G2270T/C, G2746A, and G2814T). Early in vitro
studies by Hillemann et al. (2008) reported high-level LZD
resistance associated with the G2061T (also reported as G2299T)
mutation (n = 4; MIC of 32 mg/L) and a G2576T (also reported
as G2814T) mutation (n = 1; MIC of 16 mg/L) in the rrl gene
in LZD-resistant mutants of Mtb. However, 5 additional LZD-
resistant mutants with an MIC range of 4–8 mg/L displayed no
mutations in the rrl gene. Similar results were obtained by McNeil
et al. (2017) in laboratory-generated LZD-resistant mutants.
Zhang et al. (2014) subsequently reported the G2061T mutation
in two clinical isolates associated with an MIC of 32 mg/L; one
of which had additional mutation in rplC (T460/C154R). Two
studies reported the G2576T and A2572C rrl double mutants in
XDR-TB patients associated with an MIC of 4 mg/L (Bloemberg
et al., 2015; Somoskovi et al., 2015). Zimenkov et al. (2017)
reported the occurrence of the rrl G2576T and G2294A single
mutations in two LZD resistant isolates. Lee et al. (2012) reported

four cases of acquired LZD resistance with rrl mutations (n = 1;
G2576T with MIC of 4 mg/L in 2 isolates of the patient)
(n = 1; G2447T with MIC of 16 mg/L) and two cases with
rplC mutations (described below). The rrl G2270T/C mutation,
initially selected in laboratory-generated LZD-resistant mutants,
was subsequently reported in clinical isolates by Wasserman et al.
(Balasubramanian et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2016). The G2270T
was detected in two clinical isolates with an MIC of 2 and 4 mg/L.
In addition they also reported the G2576T rrl mutation (n = 4;
G2576T with MIC of 4–8 mg/L) and the G2810C (n = 1; no
available MIC) (Wasserman et al., 2019). The G2746A has not
been reported in clinical isolates (Balasubramanian et al., 2014;
Zhang et al., 2016).

rplC gene mutations are emerging as a significant mechanism
of LZD resistance in Mtb with the T460C as the most dominant
mutation associated with an MIC range of 4–8 mg/L and in
clinical isolates from two XDR-TB patients. Beckert et al. (2012)
was the first to report the role of the T460C mutation in
the rplC gene and its association with LZD resistance in LZD
resistant Mtb mutants selected in vitro (MIC of 4–8 mg/L)
and in two clinical isolates. This finding was supported by a
number of in vitro studies confirming the role of rplC mutations
(Balasubramanian et al., 2014; Makafe et al., 2016; Zhang et al.,
2016; McNeil et al., 2017). Subsequently the mutation was
observed as the dominant LZD resistance mechanism in clinical
isolates from DR-TB patients. Lee et al. (2012) described two cases
of acquired LZD resistance in subsequent isolates from patients
(n = 3; T460C/C154R with MIC range of 0.5–4 mg/L). Similarly,
Perdigão et al. (2016) reported a cased of acquired low-level
linezolid resistance associated with this mutation. Two studies
subsequently reported emerging LZD resistance in patients
undergoing treatment with a LZD containing regimen. Zimenkov
et al. (2017) reported the rplC T460C mutation in nine isolates
obtained from 27 patients failing treatment. This was associated
with a change in MIC from 0.5–1 mg/L in pre-treatment isolates
to 4–8 mg/L in LZD resistant isolates bearing the mutation.
Wasserman et al. (2019) reported the same mutation in 11
isolates associated with an MIC range of 4–8 mg/L. In contrast to
laboratory-generated mutants, MICs detected in clinical isolates
were found to be lower, 0.5–8 mg/L compared to 4–8 mg/L,
respectively (Lee et al., 2012; Perdigão et al., 2016; Zimenkov
et al., 2017; Wasserman et al., 2019).

Detection of Mixed Infection and Its
Impact on Diagnosis and Treatment in
Tuberculosis
Tuberculosis is generally caused by infection of a single strain
of Mtb, however, the advent of advanced molecular genotyping
methods and deep sequencing technology has demonstrated
that an individual could be infected with multiple genetically
distinct strains, referred to as mixed infection. Prior to these
advances, it was assumed that TB disease resulted from infection
with a single Mtb strain and initial infection provides a
measure of protection against infection with a secondary strain.
The complexity of mixed bacterial populations has significant
implications on an individual and public health level (Rinder,
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2001; Rinder et al., 2001; Cohen et al., 2012). Mixed infection
with strains of varying resistance profiles could confound
phenotypic and genotypic diagnostics for detection of drug
resistance. This in turn impacts treatment selection, treatment
success and could drive the selection of DR sub-populations
during treatment (Zetola et al., 2014a,b; Zheng et al., 2015;
Baffoe-Bonnie et al., 2019). At a public health level, mixed
infection could result in an underestimation of the ongoing
transmission of Mtb. In the event that only one strain from a
patient harboring mixed infection is transmitted to a secondary
patient, transmission may not be inferred if the same strain was
not identified in the index case.

Early epidemiological studies demonstrated the prevalence of
mixed infection is higher in high TB-incidence settings, where
infection pressure and transmission rates are higher (Tarashi
et al., 2017). Prevalence of mixed infection is reported to be
between 10–20% in high incidence settings (Warren et al., 2003;
Cohen et al., 2012; Sobkowiak et al., 2018; Vargas et al., 2021).
A recent retrospective analysis compared rates of mixed infection
in geographically distinct countries in Africa and outside Africa.
This was based on the rationale that countries in Africa carry
a high burden of HIV-associated TB, high rates TB incidence
and transmission. Thus, HIV-TB co-infected individuals with a
compromised immune response in such settings would result in
an increased prevalence of mixed infections. However, there was
no difference in the prevalence observed in African countries
compared with countries outside Africa. The reported prevalence
ranged from 2.3 to 19% in Africa compared to <0.4 to 15.7% in
the countries outside of Africa (McIvor et al., 2017).

Historically, mixed infection was detected using traditional
genotyping methods, such as spoligotyping, IS6110 restriction
fragment length polymorphism (RFLP), and Mycobacterial
Interspersed Repetitive-Unit variable-number tandem repeat
(MIRU-VNTR) (Mathema et al., 2006; Pholwat et al., 2013;
Naidoo and Dookie, 2018). However, given the limited sensitivity
of these methods, as an abundance of at least 10% of the minor
strain is required for detection, the estimated rate based on
mathematical modeling is much higher (Cohen et al., 2012).
Deep WGS techniques provide the ultimate resolution for typing
of Mtb strains. SNPs detected by mapping sequencing reads
to a reference genome are used to infer the genomic distance
between Mtb isolates (Walker et al., 2013; Nikolayevskyy et al.,
2016; Naidoo and Dookie, 2018; Diel et al., 2019). Clinical Mtb
isolates from solid/liquid cultures are comprised of a mixture of
bacterial colonies emanating from the original sputum, thus deep
sequencing data of such samples contains information referring
to the genetic diversity of the within host bacterial population
(Trauner et al., 2017; Shockey et al., 2019; Nimmo et al., 2020a).
Since Mtb is haploid in nature, the presence of a large number
of high-quality heterogeneous SNPs suggests potential mixed
infection. However, due to interference of sequencing error from
deep sequencing, identification of high-quality heterogeneous
SNPs requires an abundance of at least 30% of the minor strain in
a mixed infection (Black et al., 2015). However, mixed infection
can only be identified with certainty if the infection is driven by
genetically distinct strains with a SNP difference of at least 100
(Guerra-Assunca̧õ et al., 2015a). Mixed infection involving < 5

SNPs could indicate microevolution after infection (relapse)
rather than mixed infection (or reinfection) (Bryant et al., 2013;
Witney et al., 2017). An intermediary SNP difference ranging
between 5 and 100 can be explained by relapse in post-treatment
isolates from a minority genotype undetected in pre-treatment
isolates (Witney et al., 2017). Various rates of mixed infection
have been reported using different techniques in the range of
0.4 to 57.1%. The rates of mixed infection were reported to be
in the range of 3.4–14.1% using phage typing, 0.4–18.5% using
IS6110-RFLP, 0.6–57.1% using spoligotyping, 0.6–55.95% using
MIRU-VNTR, and 3.3–12.7% by using WGS (Tarashi et al.,
2017). These studies confirm the prevalence of mixed infection,
however, the frequency of detection varies depending on study
design, sample size and genotyping technique.

Additional challenges complicating detection of mixed
infection by genotyping is the variation in results obtained when
using direct clinical samples compared to culture as the starting
material as well as the use of a single sample vs. multiple samples.
Early studies utilized an array of samples including multiple pre-
treatment cultures as well as multiple isolates collected serially
over time (Hanekom et al., 2013). Comparison of the frequency
of mixed infection among these studies indicate an increased
likelihood of detecting mixed infection compared to a single
sputum sample. Increased odds of detecting mixed infection also
occurs with inclusion of multiple samples from different lung
cavities compared to a single sample representative of upper
airway secretions (Tarashi et al., 2017). Furthermore, use of
clinical specimens eliminates culture selection bias and reveals
true composition of the bacterial population. Nimmo et al. (2019)
recently demonstrated decreased genetic diversity amongst TB
isolates from culture compared to direct sputum samples. The
study demonstrated a loss of genetic diversity and selection of
Mtb subpopulations in culture whereas the clonal diversity in
paired sputum was much greater.

There is a paucity of data on the impact of mixed infection
on TB treatment outcomes. A limited number of studies have
reported that the presence of mixed-strain infections involving
a combination of DR and susceptible strains results in poor
treatment outcomes (Theisen et al., 1995; van Rie et al., 1999;
Niemann et al., 2000; Baldeviano-Vidalon et al., 2005; Kamakoli
et al., 2017). Additionally, it has been well documented that
different strains of Mtb elicit varying immune responses which
impacts disease pathology and mortality. However, interaction
between multiple strains and the host immune system in the case
of mixed infection remains to be elucidated (McIvor et al., 2017).
From a diagnostic perspective, the selection of only one
strain from a mixed-strain infection during culture could
potentially underestimate drug resistance and result in sub-
optimal treatment and selection of further resistance.

DISCUSSION

DR-TB remains a significant impediment to TB control programs
globally. In the last 5 years, the DR-TB and diagnostic landscape
has evolved significantly. The introduction of new drugs and
novel combinations has led to the first ever short-course injection
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free treatment for the most severe forms of the disease. In line
with the changes to programmatic treatment and management
guidance, WHO has subsequently revised their hierarchical
grouping of anti-TB drugs and have recently proposed updated
definitions of pre-XDR and XDR-TB incorporating resistance to
BDQ and LZD. Pre-XDR TB is now defined as strains that fulfill
the definition of RR-TB/MDR-TB with additional resistance to
any fluoroquinolone. XDR-TB is now defined strains that fulfill
the definition of RR-TB/MDR-TB with additional resistance to
any fluoroquinolone and BDQ or LZD. In fulfilment of the
End TB strategy goals, access to comprehensive DST and early
diagnosis of all individuals with TB is a key priority.

Despite the documented limitations associated with WGS, the
technology for Mtb has progressed from research laboratories
to clinical care and public health applications in well-resourced
settings such as the United Kingdom and Europe (Pankhurst
et al., 2016; Cabibbe et al., 2018). WGS has become the
standard of care in these settings, replacing phenotypic testing
for prediction of susceptibility to all first-line drugs creating a
pathway for individualized treatment approaches. The greatest
impact of WGS in resource limited settings is its potential
role in individualized treatment in patients with resistance
to second line TB drugs. Individualized treatment could
significantly contain resistance amplification and overcome use
of sub-optimal treatment regimens, impacting the trajectory
of the DR-TB epidemic. Therapy tailored to the patient will
be highly beneficial in areas where HIV-TB co-infection is
prevalent or mixed TB infections are common. Nevertheless,
the applicability of WGS-based individualized treatment in low-
income settings is hindered by the cost and complexity of
the platform and lack of expertise required for bioinformatics
analysis. Interventions or new molecular assays specifically
identifying mixed infections are greatly needed in high TB-
burden areas.

Whilst the studies reviewed here have greatly improved our
understanding of the recent advances linked to direct and
targeted sputum-based WGS technology, the mechanisms of
resistance to new/repurposed drugs and the effect of mixed
infections in TB treatment, it highlights significant challenges
that remain. Lack of standardized CC’s and breakpoint values
for DLM/PRT impede advancements to determine other gene

regions potentially driving resistance to the nitroimidazoles.
Currently, no commercial genotypic assay covers resistance
detection against the nitroimidazoles given that the molecular
mechanisms mediating their resistance are not completely
understood. The wide-spread introduction of new drugs in the
absence of standardized DST has led to rapid emergence of
drug resistance. This review highlights apparent gaps in our
knowledge of the mechanisms contributing to resistance for
these new drugs. This underscores the need for a combination
of genotypic and phenotypic techniques to monitor treatment
response to curb emerging resistance and further dissemination
drug resistance.
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